
04 More bad news on the legal front for the CPC?   

The Supreme Court of the NWT just released an important decision regarding the 

“Truth in Sentencing” Act declaring a key piece of the law to be unconstitutional.  

The Criminal Code provides that a judge may take the time an accused spent in custody 

before being sentenced (presentence custody) into account in determining the amount 

of time an offender should spend in jail after sentence.  The previous practice was to 

award offenders 2 day’s credit for every day spent in custody unless there were factors 

that suggested the judge should not do so. 

One of the reasons for awarding this credit is that offenders usually earn remission by 

behaving themselves while serving their sentence.  Normally, properly behaved 

prisoners earn .5 day’s credit for every day they serve meaning that a well-behaved 

prisoner serves 2/3rds of his jail sentence.  There are people who argue that “time off for 

good behaviour” should not be part of the process, but the lack of an incentive for good 

behaviour would make jails more expensive to operate and earned remission has been 

part of the piece for so long, that it is now built into the sentencing process. 

Since an accused waiting in custody for trial or sentence, would have been earning 

remission if sentenced, the idea is to treat jail time before sentence in the same fashion 

as jail time after sentence.  Amongst other things, this is supposed to ensure that an 

offender who is released on bail serves the same total amount of time in jail as an 

offender who is denied bail.  Other factors taken into account include the fact that some 

accused end up being held in significantly substandard conditions before they are 

sentenced. 

To be clear, it was a “practice” to give an offender 2 for 1 credit – it was not a rule of law; 

on more than one occasion, I have had clients who were denied presentence credit. 

Unfortunately, this practice made for bad press because someone decided that offenders 

were deliberately delaying resolution of their matters in court to get as much 

presentence custody as possible and the Tories decided that this was a crisis in need of 

an immediate fix.  The problem, as the CPC saw it, was that, in the words of the then 

Justice Minister Rob Nicholson, the practice of giving 2 for 1 presentence credit “fails to 



punish [offenders] adequately for the deeds that led to their convictions in the first 

place.”  I don’t personally know how much punishment is adequate but there are voters 

for whom some punishment is never enough.  Obviously, the Justice Minister wanted to 

keep them happy. 

The response to this “crisis” was Bill C-25, called the Truth in Sentencing Act.  In part, it 

was intended to make sure that offenders do not delay proceedings in Court so that they 

could get extra credit; it limited the amount of presentence credit to a maximum of 1.5 

day’s credit for every day in custody (which is the same credit associated with earned 

remission) and it provided that if you were remanded into custody at a bail hearing 

because of your criminal record or because you breached your release conditions, you 

could only get 1 day’s credit.  Bill C-25 also required judges to state exactly how much 

presentence custody credit was allowed and what the sentence would have been without 

the credit.   

Interestingly, when Bill C-25 was being examined in committee, no one was able to 

come up with anything other than anecdotal evidence that this was a problem.  I should 

add that in 27 years of practice, I have never had a client delay proceedings in order to 

get additional presentence credit.  They have all been anxious or very anxious to move 

things along.  Evidence-based legislation has never been the Tories’s strong suit. 

No one really took issue with the suggestion that we should be clear about presentence 

credit or that it should be limited to 1.5 for 1, however, the suggestion that people who 

lose bail hearings should be limited to 1 for 1 credit is where the constitutional problems 

arise – details to follow in my next column. 

 


